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fce vivid, and the converse is true. But this does not
preclude the supposition that sensory perceptions
may come and go, like the shadows of clouds on a
landscape without any attempts at fixing them, and
consequently with no recollection following their
occurrence. The sensory perceptions may have
existed for so short a time as to leave no impress
behind. This may explain how it is that in the
deeper forms of hypnotism there is either no recollec-
tion of what occurred or the recollection can only be
aroused by hints and -leading questions, Attention is
necessary, therefore, to form a conscious idea arising
out of a sensation.
It is generally admitted by physiologists that the
cerebral hemispheres are the seat of the higher
mental operations, such as attention, <&c>,, although the
interdependence of these hemispheres with the lower
sensory ganglia, which receive all sensory impressions
in the first instance, and with motor ganglia, which
are, in like manner, the starting points of motor
impulses, is not understood;. The one portion of the
nervous system may work without the other. Thus
during free cerebral activity we pay little attention
to what we see or hear, and consequently we
remember nothing. A man in a reverie may have
many impressions of sight or of hearing of which he
has been really unconscious. On the other hand the
cerebral apparatus may be so attuned with the
recipient portion that if the latter receives a message
the former sympathetically responds. For example,
a mother's sound sleep is disturbed by the slightest
cry of her child, although loud sounds of other kinds
may not awake her..
It Would appear then that impressions on the
senses and the consciousness of impression are two
separate states which may occur in a manner
independently; that is to saj, there may be purely
sensory operations, in whi<M consciousness is not
involved, or there may be the* conscious repetition of
old impressions, ot what is called memory. Now it

